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is to repay me in the month of May, 1743." Jesuit Relations. Edited by 29 Annals of St. Louis in Its
Early Days. F. L. Billon. Pages 31, 32.
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U.S. Marines in Vietnam: Vietnamization and Redeployment, 1970-71. He also has published
numerous journal articles and book reviews.
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5 oz., camphor 21 oz., oil of roseniarv 2i drs., oil of origa- num 5 drs., sol. weaker ammonia -4 oz. ;
digest till dissolved,
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Italy, educated at public and professional schools, and graduated from the University of Padua as a
physician and surgeon. He was a student
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involved in such an undertaking, as can readily be understood, has been enormously augmented
from the fact that no protoanti nausea medication phenergan pregnancy
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from their seats. The aggravated Doshas matured and spontaneously dislodged (from their seat or
place of whether the patient be strong or weak, inasmuch as,
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R.A. morphea. Cf. 1400 Langfranc's Cirurg. (Brit. Mus. Add. Ms.) 195. Ye blac morphe is curid with
ofte purging Morgaithe, rotted; 6a, 6b et pass.; R.A. putridus, etc. Morgann
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small handful of salt, and press it down : when as much is put into the cask as it will contain when
thus forcibly pressed, and all the liquor squeezed out of the cabbages
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I Avril. Palpitations fortes du coeur. Pouls 88. Eéflexe: absent. Oedème: nettement visible. La marche
était pénible depuis quelques jours. Médication:
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revi-;eil, with an Appendix and a chapter on Appendicitis. 3. ESSENTIALS OF ANATOMY. By
Chart.es B. Nancrede, M.D. Sixth
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ing lids, circular mov<?mcRt8, pivoting on one foot, plunging ahead, Gid ( Ccenurosis) is a chronic
parasitic disease of sheep due to
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